CALL FOR ABSTRACTS
(Submission Due: February 10, 2019)

“Exceeding the Vision: Forest Mechanisation of the Future”
October 6-10, 2019
Sopron | Forchtenstein (Hungary | Austria)

SOE and BOKU is proud to host the 52nd International Symposium on Forestry Mechanization (FORMEC) and the 42nd COFE Annual Meeting in Sopron | Forchtenstein (Hungary | Austria)

Presentations in lecture (oral) or poster format are invited that are consistent with the conference theme including forest harvesting systems, wood transportation, forest biomass, forest road network planning and construction, environmental impacts of forest operations, forest work sciences.

The deadline for abstract submission is February 10th 2019 and selection will be made within 15 days of the closing date. A lecture format involves a 20-minute oral presentation including discussion. A poster format involves visual aids for mounting on a poster board. Each contributor, either for a lecture or a poster, must submit a title and an abstract not to exceed 350 words. All proposals must be submitted via the online form using the following link: http://formec2019.com/call-for-abstracts.htm. Confirmation emails will be sent upon receiving the abstract.

Registration and hotel accommodation are available from 1st March 2019. For more detailed information and for a preliminary program of the conference please go to the FORMEC website http://www.formec2019.com/.

We look forward to receiving your abstracts and seeing you in Hungary/Austria!